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BUST YOUR SLICE

1
Place
your right
hand on
the handle

first. Make sure
your right forearm
and the shaft are
aligned and that
the butt of the club
points at your belt
buckle. Then add
your left hand—
your left forearm
will automatically
be higher than
your right (photo
above). You’re
now set up to hit
a nice, high draw.

2
Turn
your
left
shoulder

over your right
leg as you swing
to the top. This
tilts your upper
body slightly
away from the
target, setting
up an inside-
out downswing
attack. It should
feel as though
you’re turning
your back to the
target as you
press down on
your right foot.

3
Spinning
your
hips too
early

in the downswing
usually results in
a slice—and a
big number.
Instead, “slide”
them toward
the target as
you start back
down and try to
get your left hip
slightly higher
than your right.
This will instantly
nix your over-
the-top move.

Turn your
knuckles
toward the
ground as you
release the club
through impact—
this will create a
slightly closed
clubface relative
to your swing.
Since the other
moves all but
ensure an inside-
out path, the
ball will start
right and draw,
just as you
see on Tour.

Mark Blackburn, Greystone G.&C.C., Birmingham, Ala.
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4 EASY PIECES

Hit sweet, pin-
seeking irons...
and never
slice again!

DRAW,
PARTNER!

4

DON’T GAMBLE 
WITH YOUR 
BALL CHOICE
When shopping for the perfect 
sphere, it can pay to pay more

Playing the right ball helps 
you shoot lower scores. When 
shopping, one expert says, look 
beyond distance. “Don‘t base your 
decision on how far the ball flies,” 
says Dean Snell, the founder and 
CEO of Snell Golf and former 
designer of various TaylorMade 
and Titleist balls, including the 
original Pro V1. “All modern balls 
are optimized for distance, so 
there‘s basically zero yardage 
difference with the driver, 
regardless of price, brand, number 
of layers or even cover material.”

Snell suggests setting a price 
ceiling, then experimenting with 
a few models that fit your budget. 
Oh, and leave your driver in the 
bag. Instead, compare the way 

each ball behaves on approach 
shots in windy conditions, their 
stopping power on chips and 
pitches, and how they feel off 
your putter. “Even a casual 
golfer can detect significant 
differences between models 
in these areas,” Snell says. 

 Don‘t be surprised if you take a 
liking to a pricier ball. “Tour models 
are made to deliver the ultimate in 
short-game performance, along 
with the distance of less expensive 
two-piece models,” Snell says. 
Average joes playing Tour-pro 
balls? “Absolutely. In fact, weekend 
golfers miss a lot of greens, so if 
you take cost out of the equation, 
they can benefit from Tour balls 
more than anyone.”          —MICHAEL CHWASKY

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Bet on the right 
ball and you’ll win 
big where it counts: 
your scorecard.
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